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 Dunno, but I want to play it, if they fix the imbalance, it's going to be fun to play. I only played up to Act IV with normal
difficulty. Re: new player bug . I have no idea about this, I don't play USW2, I don't know what he's talking about. I enjoyed

your blog post, where did you get the screenshots from? I have finally managed to play it after buying all the items from one of
the various sites in Diablo 3 lol. The first 25% of the game has lots of fun and is kinda okay but after that, things get difficult. In

fact you need to find 3 really good items to save yourself from dying. The healer in my party were clearly not prepared for an
end game experience. They will die in seconds if they come across 10 zombies with a group of monsters. The first step should

be the first to dispel the invisibility and then spam your attack, if they survive and you have enough potions and health then you
can heal them and then proceed with your melee attack. Unfortunately after that they will die in seconds. I was able to survive
with some enemies after taking out a few weak NPC with my melee and found out that all of them were a bit overleveled (The

monsters used to be harder than the current enemies in the level). In short, I like the game but as I mentioned above I don't think
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you should stop you marketing, keep the game alive and bring in more players. I will keep playing though. Where can I find
some of the best In-game Items, i'm looking to make a new character after i finish Diablo 2, and i want to try to make my
character a better tank and i have about $50 in cash, any ideas where i can find the best items. Hmm, I haven't played yet

myself, but I'd like to recommend you to check out I haven't been there in a long time so the prices might be a bit inflated, but it
still contains most of the golden items that you might need to create a good end game character. I read an article about a new

diablo, I think it was even on www.euroworld.com. Anyway after 2 days I just can't wait 82157476af
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